The majority of foreign bodies in the upper gastrointestinal tract can be retrieved endoscopically [1] with the help of forceps, basket or snare [2]. We report an innovative method of removal of an impacted foreign body at the pharyngoesophageal junction.

A ten-year-old boy ingested a plum without chewing, two days prior to presentation, followed by absolute dysphagia. Examination revealed a dehydrated child with tachycardia and hypotension. Administration of intravenous fluids was begun and the patient underwent endoscopy under sedation. This revealed a large globular fruit with a taut peel impacted at the pharyngoesophageal junction. Gentle force using the tip of the endoscope could not force the fruit down. An attempt at suction retrieval, using the cylinder of variceal ligator was unsuccessful. Repeated attempts at basketing the fruit failed because it was not possible to pass the closed basket across the impacted fruit. A cutting current was applied to the peel of the fruit to make a 0.5 cm hole with needle knife sphincterotome. The needle was further introduced into the pulp of the fruit and a blended current was passed in all the four quadrants to pulverize the pulp and soften the fruit (Figure 1). The tip of the endoscope was then applied to the hole on the peel of the fruit and pulp suctioned out, leading to further softening and decrease in size of the fruit. Gentle force was applied by the tip of the endoscope to disimpact the now soft and smaller sized fruit into the fundus of the stomach where it was grasped by basket and retrieved.

The application of a cautery current applied to bipolar snare to cut into, grasp, and retrieve an impacted food bolus in the esophagus has been reported [3]. In the present case cautery current was used to cut open the peel of the fruit and pulverize the pulp, to make it softer and smaller facilitating its subsequent removal.
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**Figure 1** Schematic representation of needle knife cauterization of the impacted plum fruit at pharyngoesophageal junction